
Transforming an untouched gem on Mexico’s Pacific Coast, the develop-
ers who crafted the acclaimed Mandarina resort have set their sights 
even higher with Xala, a monumental $1 billion project in Jalisco. 

Spanning 1,200 hectares in the picturesque Costalegre region, Xala aims to 
redefine luxury living with its blend of lavish hotels, around 100 estate-style 
holiday homes, and a dedicated international airport.

Xala’s location, nestled among mangroves and estuaries south of Puerto 
Vallarta and north of Manzanillo, required an intricate process of consolida-
tion, involving negotiations with numerous landowners. This ambitious ven-
ture promises to be one of the least dense developments in Mexico, a testa-
ment to the developers’ commitment to preserving the area’s natural beauty. 
The new Chalacatepec International Airport is a cornerstone of the project, 
designed to facilitate easy access while maintaining the area’s tranquility.
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Scheduled to open in mid-2024, the airport will cater to both private jets and regional 
flights, emphasizing quick customs clearance and proximity to Xala’s serene beaches. A 
highlight of Xala will be the Six Senses hotel, slated for completion in 2026. Featuring 51 
villas, each with a private pool, the hotel will offer guests exclusive experiences like a turtle 
sanctuary, extensive biking trails, and pristine kayaking bays.

Xala stands out in Mexico’s landscape of ambitious tourism projects for its substantial in-
vestment and commitment to low-density development. The project will benefit from its proxim-
ity to renowned luxury destinations such as Cuixmala, Careyes, Las Alamandas, and the Four 
Seasons Tamarindo, all within an 80km stretch of the Costalegre coast.

The region has long been a haven for celebrities and influential figures seeking a blend of 
privacy and luxury. The completion of the Chalacatepec International Airport will enhance ac-
cess to these exclusive retreats, transforming the logistics of travel to this secluded paradise.

Xala’s unique geographical mix, encompassing beach coves, surf breaks, mangroves, and 
mountain trails, forms the perfect backdrop for the Six Senses hotel. The resort will integrate 
locally-sourced ingredients into its culinary and wellness offerings, while also emphasizing 
environmental conservation and marine protection.

So far, Xala’s focus has been on the sale of residential properties, with a significant portion 
already sold. The residences, distinct in comparison to Mandarina, are priced between $5.5 
million and $12 million, attracting a clientele seeking more than just a visit but a lifestyle in 
harmony with nature.

As Xala takes shape, it aspires to create not just a world-class resort like Mandarina, but 
a unique residential community, blending luxurious living with sustainable practices and un-
spoiled natural beauty.


